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Author’s Note

This book has been a result of collaboration between a human
and an RNN (‘people’ call them BOTs but the words hold
different meanings in Computer Science). You can’t just force a
‘bot’ to watch ___ and generate (completely by itself) ___. In the
near future that might be the case—but NOT YET. Therefore,
understand that this book has not been completely written by
a ‘bot’—it’s called an RNN— for I never made the claim—and
beware of fake claims done by some people.

To clarify further, I have had little-to-minimum interfer-
ence—can’t say nil because I did interfere—grammatical
correction and sentence promption (if that’s a word)—in what
the RNN generated, and that’s why most of the book contents
are non-sensical. But sometimes, this non-sensemakes us laugh,
and may it be the case this time as well.

There still might be errors lurking out in the chapters, but I
chose to let them remain that way—because RNN generated!

Acknowledgements were also written with the help of an
RNN.
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Sayings and Moral Stories

Actually, they are very not moral.





Great Sayings

• For your fair accuracy, I know that you don’t deserve an
award. Instead, you need to work more hard.

• Every kilo of cash ($$$) helps you with a smaller bottle of
Kerosene.

• Your future discomforts from your life without eating
healthy books.

• To beat the multitudes into heroes, John, throw away four
of your little pancreases.

• You can click on your first European word by being a dwarf
or a gnome.

• Your hands or airport securities are expected to be fraud.
• Why are you located online @amigoname?
• Kindly send deterred contact lenses via post.
• Lethal efficiency is an issue that you can pour your eyes

out.
• Books constantly alarm you about your chances to lose a

bet against your friends.
• The moment you start losing weight is capable of maintain-

ing you a situation opportunity.
• The ability to control hunger kills a thousand people every

now and then.
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